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Extensive reliability-based research including [2, 8, 10] has shown that software metrics can be used to identify fault- and 
failure-prone components early in the software process.  A fault is an incorrect step, process, or data definition in a computer 
program [5] whereas a failure is the inability of a software system or component to perform its required function [5].  Our 
research objective is to identify vulnerability- and attack-prone components as security parallels of reliability-based fault- and 
failure-prone components.  A vulnerability is “an instance of a [fault] in the specification, development, or configuration of 
software such that its execution can violate the [implicit or explicit] security policy [6].  A vulnerability, like a fault, may lie 
latent until it is revealed by a tester or by an attacker with malicious intent. An attack occurs when an attacker has a motive or 
reason to attack and takes advantage of a vulnerability to threaten an asset [4].  From these definitions we propose the following: 

 A component is vulnerability-prone if it has a high probability that internal verification and validation (V&V) efforts will 
find security vulnerabilities prior to release [3].  

 A component is attack-prone if it has a high probability that security vulnerabilities will be exploited after release [3].  
Recent research [9, 12] has shown that alerts generated by automated static analyses (ASA) of source code are good 

indicators of fault-prone components.  We define an alert as an issue raised by the ASA tool that may or may not be a true 
problem in the software.  Alert density is the number of alerts per line of code.  We are currently investigating if alert density is a 
good metric for vulnerability- and attack-prone component identification.  In general, ASA tools are apt at finding coding 
problems, but cannot directly find more complex and abstract problems related to the design and operation of a software system.  
Design and operation problems may require testing or architectural risk analyses for identification.  However, the work by 
Nagappan et al. [9] and Zheng et al. [12] indicate that ASA alerts are good indicators of fault-prone components despite the 
limitations with ASA tools. 

In practice, vulnerabilities are distinguished into three types: implementation bugs, operational vulnerabilities, and design 
flaws [1, 7, 11].   An implementation bug is a problem at the code level, such as buffer overflows, not checking return codes, and 
unsecured SQL statements [7].  Operational vulnerabilities are vulnerabilities that arise from the environment in which a software 
application resides [1].  A design flaw is a vulnerability that is related to the design of the system and can occur even if the 
program is well-coded [7, 11].  Examples of design flaws include a lack of or incorrect auditing/logging, ordering and timing 
faults, and improper authentication [7].  An objective and repeatable method does not exist for determining which vulnerabilities 
belong to a given type. 

For a feasibility study, we scanned ten releases of Sendmail1 (releases 8.12.2-8.12.11) with Fortify Software’s Source Code 
Analyzer (SCA) version 4.0.  We used Poisson regression to model the association between number of vulnerabilities reported in 
the Sendmail RELEASE_NOTES2 for a given file and the alert density for that file.   This Poisson regression is a generalized 
linear model in which the number of vulnerability reports follows a Poisson distribution with mean which is a linear function of 
alert density, after log transformation.  Twenty-one vulnerabilities or weaknesses that could lead to vulnerabilities had been 
reported in the Sendmail RELEASE_NOTES.  Some of these vulnerabilities were present in multiple releases thus increasing the 
count of vulnerabilities to 61.   We classified 35 of the vulnerabilities as implementation bugs, and 26 as operational 
vulnerabilities.  We did not classify any of the vulnerabilities as design flaws.  The files scanned by SCA over the ten releases 
were aggregated to provide for a larger data set than a data set that only contained the number of files and reported vulnerabilities 
for a single release of Sendmail.  The total number of files scanned by SCA was 996.   

 
Table 1.  Initial Sendmail analysis3. 

Reported vulnerability Slope p-value Chi-Square/df 
Goodness-of-fit 

measure  

Standard error 

Implementation bugs 352.7990 <.0001 1.1537 63.9536 
Operational vulnerabilities -207.888 0.4604 1.5773 281.6125 

Implementation bugs 
and 

operational vulnerabilities 

247.8114 <.0001 1.4217 61.0546 

 
Table 1 summarizes our analysis based on the Poisson regression model.  The positive slope estimate indicates that a positive 

association between alert density and reported vulnerabilities was observed.  Specifically, a slope of 353 represents the estimated 
increase in the expected number of vulnerability reports on the log scale per unit increase in the alert density.  While the small p-
value associated with this estimate provides highly significant evidence of an association, the rather large standard error (64) 
indicates substantial uncertainty in the magnitude of the effect, based on this preliminary work.  The Poisson model appeared to 
                                                           
1 http://www.sendmail.org 
2 http://www.sendmail.org/ftp/RELEASE_NOTES 
3 Results in Table 1 generated by SAS 9.1. 



provide a reasonable fit, as measured by the chi-squared goodness-of-fit test statistic.  The expectation of this statistic under a 
correctly specified model is equal to its associated degrees of freedom (df), so that ratios far from one indicate lack-of-fit.  The 
goodness-of-fit column indicates that the model predicting implementation bugs fits reasonably well, but there is substantial over 
dispersion in the predictions based on the other two vulnerability report classifications.   

There was only one instance where an implementation bug and an operational vulnerability were located in the same file.  A 
larger number of reported vulnerabilities would likely decrease the large value of the standard error. 

We have not completed our analysis on correlating alert density to the vulnerabilities that have known exploits which may 
allow us to determine which files in Sendmail are attack-prone.  By our definition of vulnerability-prone components, we have 
not identified vulnerability-prone components (files) in Sendmail because the vulnerability reports were issued after each release 
of Sendmail.  However, we have shown that alert density of a file can be correlated to vulnerabilities reported in that file.  Future 
analyses on larger software systems will involve gathering vulnerability reports issued before release to determine if ASA alert 
density can identify vulnerabilities identified by internal V&V efforts.  An early knowledge of high-risk security components can 
afford software engineers to make informed risk management decisions and prioritize redesign, inspection, and testing efforts.  
Validating the alert density to reported vulnerability correlation on different software may supply evidence that the correlation is 
similar for other software systems.   
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